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Competing ground states in triple-layered Sr4Ru3O10: Verging on itinerant ferromagnetism
with critical fluctuations
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The triple-layered Sr4Ru3O10 is characterized by an unexpectedly strong quasi-two dimensional character-
istic, and a sharp metamagnetic transition and ferromagnetic behavior occurring within the basal plane and
along thec axis, respectively. The interplane resistivity at magnetic fieldB, up to 32 T, exhibits very low-
frequency quantum oscillations associated with the spin polarized state whenB is parallel to thec axis, and a
large magnetoresistivity accompanied by critical fluctuations governed by the metamagnetic transition whenB
is perpendicular to thec axis. The complex behavior evidenced in magnetization, specific heat, and resistivity
presented is not characteristic of any obvious ground states, and points to a unusual state that shows a delicate
balance between fluctuations and order. Implications of these results are discussed.
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One of the major characteristics in the layered ruthena
known as the Ruddlesden-Popper~RP! series, is that elec
tronic and magnetic properties are critically linked to t
lattice through the orbital degree of freedom. These laye
ruthenates with strong magnetoelastic interactions are fo
to have an astonishing and distinctive dimensionality dep
dence of all physical properties that change systematic
and profoundly with the number of RuO6 octahedral
layers.1–17 Certainly, the RP series of the ruthenates rep
sents a dramatic example of nature’s success in enginee
layered systems that are characterized by the coexisten
different kinds of order and the ground state instability. T
RP series of the ruthenates has the general form
(Ca,Sr)n11RunO3n11 , wheren ~51, 2, 3, and̀ ! is the num-
ber of layers of corner sharing RuO6 octahedra per formula
unit. The progression ofn from 1 to` represents an increas
in structural dimensionality as the number of neare
neighbors increases from four forn51 to six forn5`. It is
found that the layered Can11RunO3n11 (n51, 2, and`! are
all on the verge of metal-nonmetal transition and tend to
antiferromagnetic,3–6,11–15whereas the isostructural and is
electronic Srn11RunO3n11 (n51, 2, 3, and̀ ! are metallic
and seemingly inclined to be ferromagnetic with a nota
exception being Sr2RuO4, that displays unconventiona
superconductivity.1,8–11,15–17The sensitivity of Fermi surface
topography to the lattice or structural distortions is unusua
strong in that no such behavior has been observed in o
transition metal RP systems where the ground state ca
readily and drastically changed by the isostructural and
electronic cation substitution~Ca or Sr!. It is this ground
state instability that drives the interesting behavior and ch
acterizes the layered ruthenates.1–17

Srn11RunO3n11 , besides thep-wave superconducto
Sr2RuO4 (n51),1 also includes the strongly enhanced pa
magnet Sr3Ru2O7 (n52, TM518 K),8 and the itinerant fer-
romagnet SrRuO3 (n5`, TC5165 K).11 The bilayered
Sr3Ru2O7 demonstrates behavior consistent with proxim
to a metamagnetic quantum critical point,9,10 and the infinite-
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layered SrRuO3 is an itinerant ferromagnet with a reduce
magnetic moment of 1.1mB /Ru.11 With n53 intermediate
betweenn52 and `, the triple-layered Sr4Ru3O10 shows
ferromagnetic behavior withTC5105 K,17 followed by an
additional magnetic transition atTM550 K primarily along
the c axis. While the evolution of~ferro!magnetism in
Srn11RunO3n11 apparently reflects variations in the Ferm
surface topography consistent with the progression ofn from
1 to `, transport and thermodynamic properties observed
this study suggest that Sr4Ru3O10 is poised between an itin
erant metamagnetic state and an itinerant ferromagnetic
that characterize its closest neighbors Sr3Ru2O7 and
SrRuO3, respectively. The anisotropic and complex magn
tism is accompanied by critical fluctuations and an equa
anisotropic and complex transport behavior including a la
tunneling magnetoresistance and low frequency quantum
cillations that are uncommon in oxides and not discerned
Sr3Ru2O7. In this paper, we report on the resistivity, magn
tization, and specific heat of single crystal Sr4Ru3O10 as a
function of temperature and magnetic field.

The single crystals studied were grown using flux tec
niques and characterized by single crystal x-ray diffraction
various temperatures, EDX, and TEM, which suggest no
tergrowth. From the Dingle plot the Dingle temperatureTD
5h/4p2kBt, a measure of the scattering time, is estimated
be TD53.260.8 K comparable to those of good organ
metals, whoseTD varies from 0.5 to 3.5 K, indicating a high
quality of single crystals. High field~.9 T! measurements
were performed at the National High Magnetic Field Lab
ratory through a user program.

The orthorhombic unit cell of Sr4Ru3O10 is composed of
triple layers of corner-shared RuO6 octahedra separated b
double rock-salt layers of Sr-O.17 The triple-layered feature
is clearly illustrated in the TEM image and the diffractio
pattern taken along@110# direction shown in Fig. 1. Remark
ably, RuO6 octahedra in the outer layers are elongated at
temperatures,17 which affectsdzx and dyz orbitals, and the
RuO6 octohedra in the outer layers of each triple layer a
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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FIG. 1. High resolution TEM image and diffraction patte
taken along the@110# direction~lower left!, where the triple-layered
feature is clearly illustrated.
17440
rotated by an average of 5.6° around thec axis, whereas the
octahedra of the central layers are rotated by an averag
11.0° in the opposite direction,17 which may drive ferromag-
netic coupling.

Displayed in Fig. 2 are the temperature dependence
the magnetizationM and resistivityr, for the basal plane and
the c axis, and the specific heatC measured with
accalorimetry18,19 and normalized by a low-temperatur
value measured earlier.20 In Fig. 2~a!, M for the c axis atB
50.01 T shows a Curie temperatureTC at 105 K, which is
then followed by a sharp transition atTM550 K ~magnetic
fields B andH are scaled versions of each other, the form
measured in Tesla and the latter measured in A/m.B is used
here!. The irreversibility of M becomes large belowTM ,
consistent with a ferromagnetic behavior. However,M for
the basal plane exhibits only a weak cusp atTC , but a pro-
nounced peak atTM , resembling an antiferromagneticlik
behavior~see the inset!, and showing a much smaller irre
versibility. While the strong competition between ferroma
netic and antiferromagnetic coupling is always a major ch
acteristic of the ruthenates, this behavior is not entir
expected in that the evolution of magnetism
Srn11RunO3n11 for n51, 2, and`, would suggest an in-
creasingly strong, but less anisotropic, coupling favorable
ferromagnetism asn increases and as the orthorhombic
and the RuO6 rotation are present.21,22

The magnetic susceptibility for 150–350 K obeys t
Curie-Weiss law, yielding highly anisotropic Pauli suscep
bilities xo of 4.131023 and 1.431024 emu/mole for thec
axis and the basal plane, respectively.~The Curie-Weiss law
holds for paramagnetic metals that are in the vicinity of t
ferromagnetic instability23!. The largely enhancedxo for the
t

FIG. 2. ~a! Magnetization as a
function of temperature for the
basal plane and thec axis at B
50.01 T. Inset: EnlargedM (T)
for the basal plane below 150 K
without axes to clarify the antifer-
romagneticlike behavior.~b! Basal
plane resistivity rab and inter-
plane resistivityrc as functions of
temperature. Inset: specific hea
normalized byT, C/T, vs T2 for
T<31 K. ~c! rc vs T at a few rep-
resentative magnetic fieldsB par-
allel to the basal plane.~d! rab vs
T at B50 and 5 T parallel to the
basal plane.
9-2
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COMPETING GROUND STATES IN TRIPLE-LAYERED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 174409 ~2003!
c axis suggests a large density of states near the Fermi
face, in accord with the Stoner criterion for ferromagneti
that occurs along thec axis. On the other hand,xo for the
basal plane is more than an order of magnitude smaller
that of thec axis, implying a less energetically favorab
condition for ferromagnetism so evident in Fig. 2~a!. The
surprisingly large anisotropicxo (xo

c/xo
ab529) certainly

points to the highly anisotropic density of states near
Fermi surface. Measurements of specific heatC(T) yields
the electric specific heatg5109 mJ/mol K2. The Wilson ra-
tio Rw(53p2kxo /mB

2g) is found to be 2.4 and 0.08 for thec
axis and the basal plane, respectively, assumingg probes the
average value of the renormalization effect over the en
Fermi surface. All these results reflect the high density
states for thec axis that brings about the ferromagnetic b
havior, and yet the much smaller density of states for
basal plane that is not large enough to cause ferromagn
instability ~see Table I for comparisons!. It is thus not en-
tirely surprising thatC(T) exhibits a perfectT3 dependence
below 30 K without any visible deviation, e.g.,T3/2-depen-
dence expected for~three-dimensional! ferromagnetic spin
waves @see the inset of Fig. 2~b!#, although the low-
temperature specific heat is currently being reexamined m
closely.19

Shown in Fig. 2~b! is the resistivityr vs temperature for
the c axis and the basal plane.rc exhibits anomalies corre
sponding toTC andTM , whereasrab shows weaker ones a
TC andTM ~not obvious in the figures!. The most prominent
features are the unexpectedly large anisotropy and unu
temperature dependence ofrc . The ratio ofrc /rab ranges
from nearly 30 at 2 K to 10 at 350 K, astill quite two-
dimensional characteristic despite of the triple layered str
ture.rc precipitously drops by nearly an order of magnitu
from 50 to 2 K. Such a drop inrc is somewhat similar to tha
of Sr2RuO4 and Sr3Ru2O7 but more pronounced and les
anticipated because the triple-layered structure should
more energetically favorable for interplane hopping. It
likely to be due to a drastic reduction of spin scattering as
system becomes more spin polarized belowTM , evidenced
in Fig. 2~a!. This is supported by the data shown in Fig. 2~c!
where the anomaly atTM rapidly decreases with increasingB
applied parallel to the basal plane and eventually vanishe

TABLE I. Summary of some parameters for thec axis and the
basal plane.

Parameter c axis Basal plane

xo ~memu/mole! 4.1 0.13
meff (mB /Ru) 2.62 2.37

Curie-Weiss temperature~K! 122 118
ms (mB /Ru) ~at. 1.7 K! 1.13 0.9

meff /ms 2.32 2.63
Bc ~T! ~at 1.7 K! 0.2 3.5

ro ~mV cm! 1308 ~0 T! 54 ~0 T!

A ~mV cm/K2! 10.4 ~0 T! 0.34 ~0 T!

Rw 2.4 0.08
A/g2 ~mV cm/~mJ/K2 mol!2! 85.931025 2.831025
17440
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B54 T. The brief nonmetallic behavior~negative slope!
seen betweenTM(550 K) and 70 K may be associated wit
the elongated RuO6 octahedra in the outer layers at lo
temperatures.17 Our recent single crystal diffraction als
shows that thec axis is elongated by approximately 0.2%
from 300 to 90 K. Such a lengthenedc axis lifts the degen-
eracy of thet2g orbitals and narrows thedxz anddyz bands
relative to thedxy bond weakening the interplane hoppin
This point is in line with the high density of states indicat
by xo

c . It is also possible that the system undergoes a st
tural transition such as a rotation of RuO6 below TM . The
domain wall pinning atT,TM may become stronger, giving
rise to the stronger hysteresis as seen in Fig. 2. The red
symmetry belowTM breaks some symmetry restriction an
increases the interlayer tunneling, thus reducing thec-axis
resistivity. The transition and the rotation are strongly
fected byB because of the strong spin-orbit coupling, givin
rise to the behavior seen in Fig. 2~c!.

At low temperatures, Fermi liquid behavior survives

FIG. 3. ~a! Isothermal magnetization as a function ofB at T
51.7 K for the basal plane and thec axis. ~b! Basal plane isother-
mal magnetization atT51.7, 15, 30, 50, 90, and 120 K. Note tha
metamagnetic transition decreases with increasingT and vanishes at
T.50 K. ~c! Magnetic field dependence of the coefficientA and
residualro obtained from the data shown in Fig. 2~c!.
9-3
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FIG. 4. rc at T50.6 K as a
function of B rotating from thec
axis to the basal plane.
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bothrc andrab obeyr5ro1AT2 for the significant regime
2–15 K, with roc51.3031023 V cm, roab55.4
31025 V cm ~indicative of the high purity of the sample18!,
Ac51.0431025 V cm/K2, and Aab53.431027 V cm/K2.
The c-axis values are close to those of Sr3Ru2O7,8 but the
basal plane values are about an order larger; i.e., while tr
layer Sr4Ru3O10 has a more isotropic resistivity than doub
layer Sr3Ru2O7, it is not because of better transport alongc
but because of more basal plane scattering. It is also sur
ing that the anisotropies inA ~;31! andro ~;24! are simi-
lar, since the latter depends only on the band mass and el
scattering rate, whileA depends on the interacting quasipa
ticle effective mass and inelastic rate, and, unlike Sr3Ru2O7,
the susceptibility is anisotropic. In any case, all these par
eters, tabulated in Table I, clearly suggest that the Fe
17440
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surface remains anisotropic in this triple layer material. T
value ofAc is much larger than that of ordinary Fermi liquid
and, along with thec-axis Wilson ratioRW52.4, suggests
strong correlation effects in this direction.

Consistent with the above results, bothrc andrab show
neither aT3/2 nor T5/3 dependence in the vicinity of the mag
netic anomalies expected for a three-dimensional antife
magnet and ferromagnet, respectively.24,25 Beyond the tran-
sition regions, rab shows essentially linear temperatu
dependence for temperature ranges of 18–38, 50–100,
140–350 K, suggesting strong fluctuations. Furthermore,rab
shows negative magnetoresistivity, defined asDr/r(0T),
that reaches as large as 28% in the vicinity of and belowTM
at B55 T applied parallel to the basal plane@see Fig. 2~d!#.
This is important because spin scattering is expected to
9-4
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COMPETING GROUND STATES IN TRIPLE-LAYERED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 174409 ~2003!
minimized atB50 in itinerant ferromagnets where electro
find the path of least dissipation to cross the sample, and
positive magnetoresistance is anticipated in the presenceB
which forces electrons to take a different path. The obser
negative magnetoresistance ofrab is a clear indication of
large spin fluctuations existing in a non-ferromagnetic sta
This point is consistent with theT dependence ofrab at 5 T
for 10–100 K shown in Fig. 2~d!.

Indeed, as shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, where the isother-
mal magnetizationM for the basal plane and thec axis for
various temperatures is plotted,26 spins along thec axis are
readily polarized at only 0.2 T, yielding a saturation mome
Ms of 1.13mB /Ru extrapolated toB50 for T51.7 K,
slightly more than a half of 2mB /Ru expected for anS51
system. ThisMs is comparable with that for SrRuO3 whose
easy axis lies within the basal plane,11 but the distinct field
dependence ofM shown in Fig. 3 is vastly different from tha
of SrRuO3 ~Ref. 11! and Sr3Ru2O7.8 While the irreversibil-
ity of M for the c axis is typical of a ferromagnet,M for the
basal plane shows a sharp metamagnetic transition,Bc .
Clearly,Bc decreases and broadens with increasing temp
ture, and vanishes atTM550 K @Fig. 2~b!#. The metamag-
netism is observed in Sr3Ru2O7 for both the basal plane an
the c axis with broader and higherBc , which drives the
ground state from a paramagnetic state at low fields to
induced ferromagnetic state at high fields.9,10 Itinerant meta-
magnets are often characterized by a maximum in the t
perature dependence of the paramagnetic susceptibility.25 In
light of the itinerant and unusual magnetic character w
ferromagnetism along thec axis and the antiferromagnetic
like behavior within the basal plane shown in Figs. 2 and
it is intriguing as to whether this metamagnetic transiti
represents a transition between a paramagnetic and f
magnetic state similar to that of itinerant metamagnets s
as Sr3Ru2O7, or a transition that characterizes a change fr
an antiferromagnetic state at low fields to a ferromagn
state at higher fields, a process that manifests strong com
ing interactions between ferromagnetic and antiferrom
netic couplings, and is known to often occur in insulators27

It is clear, however, that this exotic behavior in Sr4Ru3O10 is
not characteristic of either a robust ferromagnet or an a
ferromagnet, implying the close energies of the states.
worth pointing out that the anomalous magnetic behavio
often related to structural changes, and it is possible that
magnetic behavior observed is driven by structural chan
at temperatures below 50 K, which are yet to be observe

This line of reasoning is reinforced by the fact that t
c-axis transport properties appear to be dominated by
metamagnetic transition. Exhibited in Fig. 3~c! are the mag-
netic field dependences ofAc androc , obtained by fitting the
data below 15 K@see Fig. 2~c!# to rc5roc1AcT

a, for 0
<B<7 T. a52, except between 2.7 and 2.9 T, for which t
anomalous exponenta51.2, as also found in Ca3Ru2O7
~Ref. 4! and in heavy Fermion compounds near quant
critical points.28,29 The sharp peaking of bothAc and roc
suggests large changes in carrier density and is strikin
similar to that in Sr3Ru2O7 near 7.85 T below 0.35 K, the
key evidence for its magnetic field-tuned quantu
criticality.10
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The transport properties driven by the metamagnetism
also illustrated in Fig. 4, whererc is plotted as a function of
B rotating from thec axis to thea axis ~no difference is
discerned forB parallel to thea- andb-axes!. Q is defined as
an angle between thec axis andB. Noticeably,rc rises ini-
tially with increasingQ by nearly 40% from 1.58 mV cm at
Q50° (Bic or the easy axis! to 2.47 mV cm atQ542° at
32 T. This behavior suggests minimized scattering atQ50
where spins are largely polarized along thec-axis. As Q
reachesQ543.4° rc starts to show negative magnetores
tivity characterized by a sudden drop at a critical fieldBc .
This Bc systematically decreases with increasingQ, appar-
ently corresponding to the metamagnetic transition that le
to the rapid spin polarization evidenced inM when Biab.
The abrupt metamagnetic transition yields a negative mag
toresistivity ratio of more than 60%. Such a large interpla
magnetoresistivity is believed to be due to a tunneling eff
facilitated by a field-induced coherent motion of spi
polarized electrons between Ru-O planes, which is also s
in bilayered systems such as Ca3Ru2O7 ~Refs. 3 and 4! and
La222xSr112xMn2O7.30 Evidently, the metamagnetic trans
tion Bc reconstructs the Fermi surface and sharply divid
the large negative magnetoresistivity and quantum osc
tions as can clearly be seen in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. The

FIG. 5. ~a! rc as a function ofB at Q528° for a few represen-
tative temperatures.~b! Shubnikov–de Hass effect as a function
B21 for various temperatures specified. Inset: Temperature de
dence of the SdH magnitude normalized byT yields the cyclotron
effective massmc .
9-5
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Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! effect occurs at lowQ and be-
comes the most pronounced atQ528° shown in Fig. 4~a!.
The rapid disappearance of the SdH effect with changingQ
reflects the quite two-dimensional nature of the Fermi s
face although the SdH frequency as a function of cosQ21 is
to be established through further investigations.

The SdH effect expectedly becomes stronger as temp
ture decreases as shown in Fig. 5~a! whererc vs B with Q
528° is plotted. Shown in Fig. 5~b! is the amplitude of the
SdH signal31 as a function ofB21 for a few representative
temperatures. The SdH signal is defined as (s2sb)/sb ,
wheres is the conductivity whereassb is the background
conductivity. As can be seen the detected frequency is
and only a few oscillations are observed in the entire fi
ranging up to 32 T. Consequently, the usual fast Fou
analysis is inapplicable to the present case. The frequen
can, however, be determined by directly measuring the
riod of the oscillations, for example, forB21<0.05 T21.
The data analyses31 reveal a frequencyF51236T, which,
based on the crystallographic data of Sr4Ru3O10 ~Ref. 17!
and the Onsager relationF05A(h/4p2e) ~e is the electron
charge!, corresponds to an area of only 0.9% of the fi
Brillouin zone. The inset shows the amplitude of the S
signal measured at the highest fields as a function of t
perature. The solid line is a fit to the Lifshitz-Kosevich fo
mulas,x/sinhx, wherex514.69mcT/B.32 The nearly perfect

*Permanent address: Institute of Solid State Physics, Chin
Academy of Sciences, Hefei 230031, Anhui, People’s Republic
China.
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What makes this triple layered ruthenate intriguing is th
it shows a delicate balance between fluctuations and or
This study reveals sound evidence of critical fluctuatio
driven by the metamagnetic transition in one direction a
by ferromagnetic behavior in the other direction. The ani
tropic transport properties seem to be critically linked to t
metamagnetic transition that leads to the Fermi surface
construction evidenced in the quantum oscillations and
large magnetoresistance. All results presented suggest a
havior that is characterized by an exotic ground state w
proximity to the itinerant ferromagnetic instability and th
possible quantum critical point. Sr4Ru3O10 with readily tun-
able parameters opens an avenue to study the itinerant f
magnetism and quantum criticality so imperative to high
correlated electrons.
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